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Learn four ways early and struggling readers can bond with pets and shelter animals, while
practicing reading without any judgment.

It's often said that a dog is man's best friend. But did you know that dogs, cats, birds, and pretty
much any pet can be a friend to a struggling reader? Family pets, shelter animals, or even visiting
animals at your local library can help enhance your child's reading skills. Here are just a few ways
practicing reading aloud to animals can benefit your child:

Our Furry Friends Reading Buddies program allows children to read one-on-one with a variety of pets in local
schools and libraries. Our program has been successful in increasing children’s confidence in their reading,
their comprehension, and their love of books.  Read more about the benefits of this program and others

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/lifestyle/why-your-dog-needs-a-dog-life-jacket/


1. Motivation: If you were a child who was told you could pick any book to read aloud without
your mistakes being corrected, your motivation to read would jump up a few notches. That's
exactly what happens when we provide the opportunity for kids to practice reading to animals.
Often children will bond with the animal they are reading to and be motivated to visit that animal
over and over again to read aloud.

2. Confidence: Struggling and reluctant readers often lack confidence when reading, especially
when reading aloud. When a child reads to an animal, there is no judgment. A child can stumble
through a word, read at a choppy rate, or take an extended amount of time to read a passage. The
animal remains a consistent listening companion. Over time, a child will begin to feel more
comfortable reading aloud, thus building reading confidence.

3. Fluency: Reading fluency, including reading speed and phrasing, improves with reading aloud
and practicing the same material over and over. Animals don't mind if a child reads Go, Dog, Go!
by P.D. Eastman twenty times. This safe listening environment provides opportunities for kids to
rack up lots of practice time.

4. Reading for a Purpose: The benefits of reading to animals isn't just for the children. Animals are
also helped from the attention they receive. It gives kids a sense of purpose when they sense the
animals are benefiting from their kindness and attention through the act of reading.
So, where can you find an animal for your child to practice her reading? Here are a few
opportunities:

Pets: If you have a family pet, then your child has a built-in reading partner every day of the week.
Dogs, cats, hamsters, fish, and birds all make good listening partners. A neighbor or an outside
family member's pet can also work if you don't have your own.

Shelter Animals: There are many animals who spend long days in small spaces with limited
human interaction. Shelters like your local Humane Society allow kids to read to the animals.
Check with a local shelter near you for availability, hours, and other requirements.

*Service Animals: Check your local library for reading to animal programs. Many have select days
during the month that service animals visit the library. Your child can sign up for a time slot to
read to an animal. The service animals are specially trained to sit or lay still next to the child
during their reading session.

Stuffed Animals: Perhaps your child has pet allergies and reading to a live pet just isn't in the
cards. A stuffed animal friend can serve the same role. Little ones especially love to read to their
favorite stuffie.

Visit our Furry Friends Reading Buddies page to learn more about our program.
*EDITOR'S NOTE: Please visit our Furry Friends differentiation  between Service Animals and  our
Pet Assisted Therapy Services  here
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IT GIVES KIDS A SENSE OF PURPOSE WHEN THEY SENSE THE ANIMALS ARE BENEFITING FROM
THEIR KINDNESS AND ATTENTION THROUGH THE ACT OF READING

https://www.furryfriends.org/reading-buddies
https://static.wixstatic.com/media/d35c6d_4bae84239d044313a2eb593d55fc7d96~mv2.png


Show up on time. This is a matter of courtesy to your fellow team members, and it is
especially important when we are visiting areas of a facility that are behind locked
doors. We need to arrive and leave as a group.
Wear an item of Furry Friends logo'd apparrel. This makes us look like a cohesive team,
and is a visual signal to facility staff that we are part of the Furry Friends organization.
Please remember your purple leash and badges!
Don't let your pet socialize with other, non-Furry Friends animals who may be present
during our visits. This could be a pet who's a resident of the facility we're visiting, or it
could be a dog that someone has brought in to visit with a resident. This is for your
safety and the safety of your pet. Any animal in our organization has been evaluated and
certified by Julie Bond, our animal behaviorist. Those other animals have not, and we
have no way of gauging their behavior. In addition to being a safety issue, it's also a
liability issue for Furry Friends.
Volunteers under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult Furry Friends member.
This can be a family member who's also a Furry Friends member, or it could be any other
member who has agreed to be responsible for the younger volunteer.

Hello, Furry Friends! 

More facilities are resuming visits, and many would LIKE to resume. We're also getting a few
new site requests. Before we can resume an existing visit, or start up a new team, we have
to have a team captain. We are in desperate need of captains, so please - consider being a
team captain. It's really not much more work than doing a visit, and it's an essential
component to our organization. 

We hope to have another captains training class this fall, so stay tuned for details. Attending
the class, however, is NOT a requirement to take on the captain's role. We'll be glad to help
you out and answer any questions you may have.

I'd also like to remind all volunteers of a few essential rules of the road for our visits:

Thank you for all you do to lick loneliness in our community!
Anne

letter from 
our president 
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 A:  You are absolutely correct!  Prong or pinch collars are not to be used for any Furry Friends visits.  I
still talk about collars and leashes in every etiquette class, reviewing why prong/pinch collars are not
allowed, why some teams don't allow chain collars, etc.  Anyone who attends class with their dog
wearing a pinch collar is told that they must switch over to a flat buckle or martingale collar, body
harness, no-pull harness, or head halter instead for their pet therapy visits with our organization.  It's
been brought to my attention that prong collars have been seen on several different Furry Friends
visits, including one special visit where the prong collar had been placed under a bandanna to keep it
from being quickly visible.  Please help spread the word that these correction collars aren't allowed on
any of our visits. If you see a dog wearing a pinch collar, please let your team captain know so that
they can speak to the dog's owner immediately.  Hopefully, they just need the reminder and have
another collar in their car that the dog can be switched over to.  No dog should be allowed to attend a
Furry Friends visit on a prong/pinch collar. Same goes for retractable leashes; you should be using
your purple leashes for visits, but if you've forgotten your purple leash, you may still participate in the
visit, as long as the leash you are using isn't retractable. 

           Q.  I attended my first Reading Buddies visit in a long time in August and I really enjoyed getting
back into it!  While we were waiting for the librarian to send kids our way, I noticed that one of the
dogs on my team was wearing a prong collar.  I thought this type of collar was not allowed on any
Furry Friends visits, so I was really surprised to see one on a Reading Buddies visit.  Have the rules
changed since I took class a few years ago? M in Los Gatos

critter corner
J U L I E   B O N D ,  M . S .    A N I M A L  B E H A V I O R I S T
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critter corner continued...
         Q. My dog is 18 months old, and still very much a puppy.  I've managed to get a handle on his
bouncy behavior, thanks to your suggestion that I stand on his leash for all greetings.  I am happy to
report he doesn't jump on anyone anymore!  Now, however, I'm noticing that he can get kind of
mouthy with young people on our special visits if they play with him roughly or kind of rile him up. 
 He's not biting anyone, and he's not leaving any marks, but I know he shouldn't be putting his
mouth on anyone.  Someone suggested I bring a toy for him to hold onto and play with, but I wasn't
sure if that was okay to do? Any pointers on what I can do to get this behavior under control?    D in
San Jose
A: This is a great question and one I'm sure that more than one Furry Friends volunteer has had as
well.  It is the responsibility of each of us to control our animal's behavior on their Furry Friends
visits.  We must be proactive to keep them from jumping up, pawing, barking, whining, and yes,
mouthing the people we visit.  While standing on the leash is great for jumping up (as you
discovered!), it won't control pawing, mouthing, or vocalizing.  Dogs that paw for attention must
learn that this doesn't work any longer.  At home when your dog paws you, get up and walk away;
that is, don't give them any attention, positive or negative, for the behavior.  On visits, place your
forearm across their front legs so that they cannot paw at someone until they are no longer
tempted to do so.  

One of the problems with bringing a toy on a leashed visit (indoor or outdoor/special visit) is that
one dog playing with or possessing a toy could cause other dogs to become distracted or want to
play as well, and then bark or whine in frustration.  Many volunteers have expressed relief that we
don't allow toys (or treats, for that matter) on our leashed visits as their dogs are possessive of toys
and having them around would be stressful.  So, while a toy might seem like a good solution to the
problem, giving your young dog something constructive to do with his mouth, the presence of that
toy could create issues for other volunteers and their dogs.  

What I'd rather see you do is adopt a more proactive approach.  Make sure your dog has been
exercised before your visits, whether that means a walk, run, or a rousing game of fetch or tug-of-
war with you at home before the visit.  Next, give the kids on your visits directions and instructions
about how to engage your dog.  You can do this in a kind but firm way as it's in everyone's best
interest that your dog not get over-stimulated and thus over threshold and start mouthing.  Show
the kids how you want your dog handled and maneuver your dog into position so his mouth is away
from people petting him, if need be. If it works better for your dog to be engaged by one person at a
time, then encourage the young people to take turns with him.  

If you see your dog getting riled up or overly excited, tell the kids to stop for a second, walk your
dog away, and stand on his leash while he calms down.  That way, he's not getting attention for his
rowdy behavior, and you're certain he isn't escalating to mouthy behavior.  You can use this time to
educate the kids visiting with you and your dog about the behavior of young dogs and why it is
important for them to be taught calm ways of interacting with people.  
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COTINUED...Most importantly, don't punish your
dog for being mouthy by grabbing the mouth to
close it, or verbally admonishing the behavior. This
can cause your dog more stress and lead to
mouthing harder and without any warning that the
dog is getting over-stimulated. Temporarily
moving away, redirecting your dog's head away,
etc. are much better ways to deal with mouthing
issues going forward. My hope is that with exercise
before the visit and teaching the kids how you
want your dog interacted with, this behavior will
extinguish and calm behavior will become self-
reinforcing for your young dog. Do keep me posted
on your progress!
 
 

       Q. My previous dog and I were on a couple of Reading Buddies teams.  I have a new dog that
I've been doing regular therapy visits with for over a year now. I'd like to resume my Reading
Buddies visits, but one of my team captains told me that I have to go through the training class
again.  I did Reading Buddies for almost five years with my previous dog; why do I have to take the
class again?  It seems like there is a lot of need for Reading Buddies right now and I am an
experienced volunteer. J in Los Altos

critter corner continued...
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A.  Your team captain is correct; you do need to attend an upcoming Reading Buddies class with your
new dog in order to do any Reading Buddies visits. I understand your frustration, but there are some
very good reasons you are being asked to take the class again.  First and foremost, I need to see your
new dog in a “real reading buddies situation,” that is, being read to and interacted with by actual
children in a setting that is under my control BEFORE you and your new dog begin visits with kids in
the real world.  

While you may feel your dog's behavior is suitable for Reading Buddies visits, it may be the case that I
find your dog to still be too young, too exuberant, or too distracted if she is unable to sit or lay quietly
for the class, show more interest in the reading children than the other dogs, and be bomb proof with
loud noises and other outside influences that we recreate during the Reading Buddies training class. 
 Second, the Reading Buddies class curriculum changes all the time.  I update what I tell volunteers and
the situations/anecdotes I share with them based on feedback from volunteers like yourself doing the
visits.  You are being asked to attend the class both for the updated information you will receive AND so
that your new pet can be evaluated and deemed appropriate for those Reading Buddies visits.
  

Jennifer & Jessica Glore, Yoko Hughes, Ian & Jason Cohen 



critter corner continued...

       Q. My sister has the sweetest dog and I've been encouraging her to join Furry Friends. Her dog
is deaf, however, so she's wondering if that would make any difference in her being able to
participate in our program?  I told her I'd ask you!  T in San Jose

A: Absolutely, your sister and her deaf dog are welcome to take our etiquette class to become Furry
Friends members!  We've had deaf dogs, as well as blind dogs and 3-legged dogs,  participating in
the past and doing a lovely job licking loneliness in our communities. Any volunteer wishing to
participate in Furry Friends with their special needs dog simply needs to make people interacting
with their dog aware of their disability if it isn't immediately obvious.  If your sister uses hand
signals/sign language with her dog, she can talk about that on her visits as she will be using those
hand signals to guide her dog into position for greetings and to negotiate the dog's interactions
with others.  Some deaf dogs startle easily, so it is important to work with them to ensure that they
aren't unnecessarily startled on their visits.  The main things I'll be looking for during my evaluation
are related to assessing the dog's temperament and desire to meet and interact with new people. I'll
definitely look forward to meeting your sister and her dog at an upcoming etiquette class! 
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CUPERTINO
HEALTH &
WELLNESS

 
1ST WEDNESDAY 

11:00 AM 
 

22590 VOSS ROAD
CUPERTINO, CA

95014
 

Calling all Furry Friend Volunteers! 
Yes. We STILL have a number of  sites  awaiting visits - each first requires a
Team Captain!  As a Team Captain, you will serve as a point of contact between 
 the Furry Friends Team and the site. Responsiblities of a Team Captain can be
found here. Check  furryfriends.org for our next Captain Training dates.  

LIVE OAK 
 GILROY

 
1ST WEDNESDAY 

1:00 PM
 

651 W. 6TH STREET
GILROY, CA 95020

 
 

MOLDAW FAMILY
RESIDENCES

3RD WEDNESDAY 
11:00 AM

899 E. CHARLESTON
ROAD PALO ALTO, CA

94303
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Call for Site Captains 
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GRANT CUESTA
NURSING HOME

 
 

2ND SATURDAY
10:00 AM

 
1949 GRANT ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW,

CA 94040
 

LIVE OAK 
CUPERTINO 

2ND WEDNESDAY
12:45 PM

20920 MCCELLAN
ROAD CUPERTINO,

CA 95015

ATHERTON 
HEALTHCARE 

 
2ND MONDAY

10:30AM 
 

1275 CRANE ST 
MENLO PARK, CA

94025 
 

PACIFIC HILLS
MANOR 

 
2ND TUESDAY

10:30AM
 

370 NOBLE COURT
MORGAN HILL, CA

95037
 

Our next Etiquette training classes are scheduled!
What: Furry Friends Etiquette Training
When: October 23rd at 10:30 a.m. and November 13th at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Where: Campbell, details to follow

Etiquette Training  

https://www.furryfriends.org/captains-info
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MORGAN HILL 
LIBRARY

 
2ND WEDNESDAY 

3:00 PM
 

660 W. MAIN STREET 
MORGAN HILL, CA 

95037
 

GILROY 
LIBRARY

 
4TH THURSDAY

3:30 PM
 

350 W. SIXTH ST 
GILROY, CA 

95020
 

WASHINGTON OPEN 
ELEMENTARY

 
2ND FRIDAY

11:00 PM
 

270 WASHINGTON ST
SANTA CLARA, CA 

95050
 

EDENVALE 
LIBRARY

 
1ST WEDNESDAY

4:00PM 
 

101 BRANHAM LANE RD
SAN JOSE, CA 

95111
 

Call for 
Reading Buddy Site Captains 
The sites below are looking for certified Reading Buddy Site Captains! 

 VISIT  FURRYFRIENDS.ORG FOR SITE UPDATES  

Sister Gemma Wilson, Karin Massoglia, Eileen Horng, Emily Cranford

LA SELVA  
LIBRARY

 
2ST & 3RD FRIDAY 

3:00 PM
 

316 ESTRELLA AVENUE
LA SELVA BEACH, CA

95076
 

SOQUEL 
ELEMENTARY

 
2ND WEDNESDAY

10:30 AM
 

2700 PORTER ST
SOQUEL, CA 

95073
 

 TULLY 
LIBRARY

 
1ST TUESDAY

4:00 PM
 

880 TULLY ROAD SAN
JOSE, CA 

95111
 
 

ALUM ROCK 
LIBRARY 

 
2ND MONDAY

4:00PM 
 

3090 ALUM ROCK AVE
SAN JOSE, CA 

95127
 



Kissing From a Dog's Perspective 
Most dogs hate kisses because they perceive them in a different way compared to humans. It's not like
dogs don't like us; it's just that hugging and kissing are human behaviors that dogs may not fully
understand, even if we do so with good intent. 

When a dog is kissed, it means bringing our face very close to the dog's face, and this is something that not
all dogs are comfortable with. From a dog's perspective, putting our face close to their faces and plastering
them a kiss on the nose, mouth or forehead may be perceived as a bite or attempt to bite. 
On top of that, when we hug and kiss our dogs, we may also wrap our arms around them which removes
the dog's "flight' option" (the ability to leave). When we hug and kiss dogs, we may therefore put ourselves
at risk for a defensive bite to the face which can be very dangerous.

Studies have shown that bending over a dog, putting the face close to the dog's face and making eye
contact (all behaviors taking place when kissing a dog), often led to bites directed towards the central area
of the face.
Sadly, according to the study, more than two thirds of the victims were children. Young children often
perceive dogs as stuffed animals. They want to hug them and smooch them as they do with their toys. 

Failure to Recognize Signs of Stress 
Dogs may respond differently to being kissed and hugged. Some dogs show pretty obvious signs of disliking
it, others just tolerate them. Some dog owners claim that their dogs seem to really enjoy it, but is that the
real picture? In some cases, dogs may be showing very subtle signs of discomfort that go unnoticed. 
Sure, snarling, growling and snapping are pretty obvious signs that are quite easy to understand, however,
according to a study, low-intensity warning signals of discomfort and stress such as yawning, nose licking,
turning or walking away are often not recognized, even by adults. 

Ignoring these signs may lead to what dog owners often report to be "a dog biting out of the blue." These
dogs did not bite out the blue; rather, the owners simply failed to recognize the dog's pleas of stopping the
interaction. 
Interestingly, people often post on social media pictures of them kissing their dogs as a way of showing off
to the world the strong bond they have. Often dog owners are very selective in choosing pictures where
the dogs and owners look the happiest.

 Yet, to a trained eye, what is seen is mostly pictures of happy owners and uncomfortable dogs. The dogs
show in some way or another their discomfort in being kissed or hugged. Something else to consider as
well though is that some dogs simply do not like having a camera pointed at them, so that is something that
should also be factored in. 

 why 
do 

dogs 
hate 

 kisses? 
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Visit Julie Bond's blog for more 

Reprinted from www.dogdiscoveries.com

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090023315004189
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5582199/
https://l.instagram.com/?u=https%3A%2F%2Fjuliebondanimalbehaviorist.blogspot.com%2F2022%2F09%2Fbut-he-loves-it.html%3Fm%3D1&e=ATNxUa_PgIVp_TdYcGgt_GmxdgQqWTxCufRPxcIrq1vA7gLCEHT1nld07iyr2uo7oXG05FeISN6iZ_4mV9RUpF89ts2VNSN95HEQig&s=1
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Pet Name 
Kodi Bear
Liberty

 
 

Lynda Won
Chung
Leah Safford
Chie Tieu
Adam Tieu
Joy Sodeifi
Jessica Ponce
Vicki O'Malley
Sepi Sohrabi
Ly Nguyen
Jennifer Gravem
Toni Parga
Robert Fohl
Lauren Rock
Sandy Chun

friends beyond the rainbow bridge
"Over the Rainbow Bridge, you went.  I always knew you were Heaven sent. 

I cherish our time spent together.  'Til we meet again, 
I will love you forever".

anniversaries

Owner(s) Name
Diane Steinberg
Maude Goldfield

Carmen Glim
George Clark
Karen Clark
Anna Wildt
Hayden Tieu
Julia Im
Audrey MacAskill
Elizabeth MacAskill
Yoko Hughes
Ann Jeghers
Cloi Cha
Bronte Reed
Michael Basile
Dia Guido

 
 

1 year

Mike Armfield
Tavie Armfield
Isabelle McNeil
Elizabeth Basile
Hiroko Yoshida
Kristin Boyce
Bob Boucneau
Anna Kremer

Logan Guire
Harrison Guire
Marita Seulamo-Vargas
Patty Holaday
Alice Patrick

 

4 year
Julie Gallinat
Susan Frank
Jetta Tatom
Deborah Conant

 3 Year
Sylvia Christopher
Jihwon Im
Sophia Im
Karla Orduna
Francisco Rovra
Jon McBain
Doris Atkinson
Betsy Smith
Grace
Mittelstaedt
Rainey Graeven

5 year

15 year
Ann Begun
Janet Gee


